DON´T GET TONGUE- TIED

JUSTIFICATION
Through this game and by using tongue twisters we would like to improve our
students´oral skills , as well as other abilities, such as memory and attention.
DESCRIPTION
Materials
16 cards. 14 cards containing the different tongue twisters
(one tongue twister each), one card to give up one´s turn and
a wild card.
Age
6-12 years old
Time
About 20 minutes
Room
The classroom
Grouping
2 groups and a referee (a teacher can play this role)
Layout

One group opposite the other

AIM
To improve oral skills through the use of tongue twisters
DEVELOPMENT OF THE ACTIVITY:
17 cards will be distributed as follows:
14 x Tongue twisters (each tonge twister stars by a
different letter)
1 x Give up one´s turn
1 x Wild card The group that gets this card will be
given two extra chances to pronounce the tongue
twister correctly.

The two teams will take turns taking a card from the face down pile on the table.
One member of the team will read the tongue twister out loud for another
member of the team to repeat (they have two tries)unless they get one of the
two previously mentioned cards. Once the tongue twister has been read the
referee will decide if it has been read correctly or not. The members of the
groups will take turns to be who reads the tongue twister or who pronounces it.
In that way, all the members of the group will play the two different roles. The
team that scores ten points first wins.

A

B

C

What ails Alex? asks Alice

Big Ben blew big blue
bubbles

H

J

L

M

Harry the hungry, hungry
hippo is happily eating ham
in his house

Jack the jailbird jacked a
jeep

Larry sent the letter a little
later

Mummy made me eat my
M&M

A cup of proper coffee in a
copper coffee cup

G
Green glass globes glow
greenly

P

Q

R

S

A pack of pesky pixies

The queen coined quick
clipped quips

Roberta ran rings around
the Roman ruins

No shark shares swordfish
steak

GIVE UP
ONE´S
TURN

WILD
CARD

T

V

Tommy Tucker tried to tie
Tammy´s Turtle´s tie

Vincent vowed vengeance
very vehemently

